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This report was generated on 10/01/20. Overall 852 respondents completed this questionnaire.
The report has been filtered to show the responses for 'All Respondents'.
The following charts are restricted to the top 12 codes. Lists are restricted to the most recent
100 rows.
Which Gwent local authority do you live in?
Newport (275)

32%

Torfaen (190)

22%

Blaenau Gwent (141)

17%

Caerphilly (132)

16%
13%

Monmouthshire (107)
I do not live in Gwent (7) 1%

Do you know who your Police and Crime Commissioner is?
79%

No (674)
Yes (178)

21%

Do you know what the Police and Crime Commissioner’s office does?
66%

No (557)
Yes (292)

34%

Would you like to receive the Police and Crime Commissioner's weekly ebulletin
featuring news, opinions and activities of his Office?
65%

No (554)
Yes (295)
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If yes, please provide your email address.

Would you support the principle of a £2 a month increase on your council tax (based on
a band D property) to maintain policing provision at current levels?
Yes (633)
No (114)
Unsure (105)

Snap
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Comments
would like to see more police on the streets
Increase in streets
Pay too much already
possibly. Torfaen seems to be safe however I understand that Gwent Police covers a wider area
Policing excellent for the money you have got
happy with service
Paying enough
Yes, provided that you state how many officers you are recruiting and where
We should look to the government
not enough pplice
Do support police but not PCC
police visiability is poor/ used to have station in Cross Keys. Parking isn't enforced. No-one at Cross
Keys station.
visibility
CSOs not adequate
PCSOs excellent job in Cwmbran. Don't see them at all/ No longer doing community meetings.
Government's responsibility
not enough
pay enough
cant afford it
I pay more than enough council ltax at the moment for a very poor service
would definitely support
Had so many cutbacks already. If cuts hadn't happened wouldn't need to top up with this rise
cant afford it
already pay a lot and council tax goes up more than pension increase every year
uk government should fund it centrally
Would give more
more visibility. more local knowledge
Should be more policing at night
Already pay enough
We dont see enough police on the streets
yes if it means more police
Lady been swindled by telephone fraudsters. Not sure how any increase in precept would help - not
visible support. Barclaycard wouldn't stop the payment as she had given them her details. Subject to
regular phone harassment - too afraid to answer the phone.
pay enough
pay enough
Yes if more on the beat
yes if more on streets
Already pay enough council and general tax
The police are too politically correct
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Comments
low visibility
More visibility in side streets. More arrests of young people.
Doing the best they can with limited resoruces
low visibility
Police refused to come out to incident.
Already pay enough
Struggling with money
Yes but should come from uk gov
but need to see more being done to tackle drug dealing in Newport
Not visible
get rid of PCCs
pay enough
More police. anything to support the police
pay a lot already
Would pay £10 a month
pay enough now
already pay a lot
Need more targets for policing
would support £10
Not had a good service from the police
In principle yes BUT BG charges too much council tax
parking. lack of visibility
Pay too much already
already pay enough
I would like to know how the commissioner can support BAME young adults and older people
not trusting police at all. Like to know what commissioner can do to help BAME older people
like to see police helping other people rather than only Welsh/English then may pay £2 extra
No visibility in Usk. Need more officers.
People in Blaenavon are concerned as there is a poor police presence in the town. No consistency as
to when police will be at hub in Blaenavon.
Funds not being used properly. Would happily pay a lot more but resources are not being used
effectively. Police hands tied by CPS. Lack of police prescence in Blanevaon. Over use of CSOs.
Pay a lot already
Pay too much already
Not enough officers. Need more police to prevent crime. Need more officers on the street to speak to
the public and gather intelligence, to allow better crime prevention.
No police prescence in Draethen. Has problems with off-road vehicles.
Want to see an improvement in numbers
Lots of time wasters. Need more effective police officers. Police officers should have to the job of
health EG dealing with alcoholics
all ready pay a lot
Can't afford it
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Comments
If more visible policing
all ready pay enough
poor experience with police
need to tackle homelessness. Police have been good dealing with off road biking in Cwmbran. Police
really good. Good neighbourhood watch in Cwmbran.

What is your age?
56-75 (350)
75 and over (176)
41-55 (161)
25-40 (122)

42%
21%
19%
15%

18-24 (19) 2%
Prefer not to say (10) 1%
Under 18 (4) 1%

What is your gender identity?
Female (547)
Male (289)

65%
34%

Prefer not to say (6) 1%
Transgender (1) 0%
Non-binary (-)
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What is your ethnicity?
White - British (779)

93%

Asian - Pakistani (12) 1%
Asian - Indian (7) 1%
Asian - Bangladeshi (7) 1%
Black - African (7) 1%
Any other white background (6) 1%
Any other Asian Background (5) 1%
White - Irish (4) 1%
Any other ethnic group (4) 1%
Any other Mixed background (2) 0%
Black Carribbean (2) 0%
Chinese (2) 0%

Are you disabled?
No (609)

72%

Yes (219)

26%

Prefer not to say (14) 2%

What is your sexual orientation?
Heterosexual (790)
Prefer not to say (36)

94%
4%

Homosexual (9) 1%
Bisexual (5) 1%
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